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THE POWER OF ONE
MISSION CRITICAL HOSPITAL
COMMUNICATION SOLUTION
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Ascom is the first and only company to offer a complete nurse call,
messaging middleware, and wireless communication solution, all
from a single manufacturer. We call this The Power of One. It allows
hospitals to focus on what they do best, caring for patients, while
utilizing an intuitive and dependable clinical communication solution.

With financial challenges becoming a top concern for hospital administrators, improved
clinical communication becomes increasingly important as it positively impacts
HCAHPS scores and drives efficiency improvements that lead to increased revenue and
improved profitability. Disparate systems from different manufacturers can limit the
flexibility and effectiveness of integrating nurse call systems with wireless devices.
With hundreds of different possible combinations among separate nurse call,
messaging middleware, and mobility manufacturers, hospitals face at least two
serious challenges with an increasingly complex set of applications available
in today’s marketplace:

▪▪Maintaining seamless interoperability
▪▪Ensuring uninterrupted operation of patient/staff communications
Ascom’s complete nurse communication solution, including the Telligence Nurse
Ascom Telligence is a clinical communication, workflow,
reporting, and alert system that links patients to caregivers.

Call System, Unite Messaging Suite, and wireless voice systems, helps minimize
interoperability risks and ensures end-to-end functionality. This tightly integrated combination of Ascom products assures fast, reliable, and uninterrupted
communication between patients and staff. Ascom’s Power of One design and
integration philosophy provides a more consistent and powerful solution for
its healthcare customers. One manufacturer. One experience. One solution.

Innovative Solution Features
Ascom innovation begins with input from a cross section of hospital staff as
our developers consider new and innovative features that enable simple and
intuitive communication. As solutions are created and defined, we continu-
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ally seek hospital feedback as a critical part of the development process.

▪▪Innovations extend across nurse call, messaging middleware,
and wireless voice and messaging devices

▪▪Product design is focused on creating a more efficient workflow
▪▪Safer and better patient care is the end goal

THE POWER OF ONE

Ascom Unite provides an advanced middleware
platform that connects hospital systems to
mobile staff for unparalleled patient care.

Seamless Integration

Nurse call systems have an average life span of 10-

Simplifying healthcare processes means that nurse

15 years while wireless devices have much shorter

staff stations, staff consoles, and wireless devices

product lifecycles as technology drives new features.

need to perform in unison and have consistent

▪▪Ascom’s integrated design and testing

sistent interfaces across the entire solution, ensuring

across the portfolio reduces the possibility
of an issue in the hospital environment

▪▪Testing encompasses old and new

better performance in various hospital environments.

releases to ensure software upgrades

▪▪Consistent interface and design for a

can be implemented without issue

common look and feel across the entire
nurse call communications portfolio

▪▪Nearly instantaneous response
for faster decision making

▪▪Simplified learning curve yields
quicker adoption by users

Experience The Power of One
The Power of One allows hospitals to confidently
deploy a feature rich, fully integrated, and highly
reliable clinical communication solution from a
single manufacturer. Visit us at www.ascom.us or
call 877-71ASCOM today to discuss how your facility

Timeless Interoperability

can benefit from Ascom’s unique combination of

With its long history of ensuring interoperability,

nurse call, wireless voice, and messaging solutions.

Ascom is aware of the complexities involved when
attempting to bridge functionality across many
vendor platforms with varying software releases.

Purpose-built Ascom IP-DECT
and VoWiFi handsets provide voice
and messaging communication
anywhere on-site.
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only meet specifications, but also design more con-
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designs. With The Power of One, Ascom is able to not

ONLY ASCOM GIVES YOU THE POWER OF ONE
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Unite Middleware
Puts the critical information you
need in the palm of your hand.
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Telligence Nurse Call
Workflow, reporting and alerts
between patient, and care giver.
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Let the complete solution provider take the headache out of hospital communications.
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IP-DECT or VoWiFi
Purpose-built personal communication
devices with voice and messaging.

Ascom is the Americas’ market leading developer of workplace wireless
communication solutions providing system users with greater freedom
of movement, better service, and increased safety. Our research and
development focuses on products and solutions for our core business
of on-site wireless communication. We are committed to providing the
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Americas with products that are unique, durable, and innovative.

Ascom (US) Inc.
598 Airport Blvd, Ste 300
Morrisville, NC 27560
877-71ASCOM
www.ascom.us

